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Welcome to Berlin! 

Venue: Titanic Hotel Chaussee Mitte

AMLaP 2018, September 06-08, 2018, Berlin, Germany

5 Sponsors

I thank the German Research Council (DFG), the Berlin School of Mind and Brain, the Sprach-
und Literaturwissenschaftliche Fakultät at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, and last but not
least the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin (Office of the Vice President for Finance, Human Re-
sources and Operations) for supporting the conference.
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Welcome to the 24th AMLaP!
• Proceedings  

• abstracts of the keynotes, and of the accepted oral and poster presentations 

• AMLaP 2018 unites experimental, computational, and theoretical perspectives on the mechanisms implicated in human 
language processing 

• Focus  
• explicit relation of experimental findings to comxputational mechanisms 
• uniting different methodological approaches (e.g., response times, eye tracking, EEG, corpora, fMRI and any 

combination of these and related approaches) 

• Selection criteria  
• AMLaP 2018 had a total of 415 submissions. Of these, 81 had to be rejected. To qualify for an oral presentation, 

submission had to score > 5 averaged across the reviewing categories (on a scale = 1-7, with 1 being very low and 7 
very high in assessment). I in addition considered reviewer recommendations for talks, and the topic fit.  

• Keynotes I am delighted to welcome our four invited speakers, Sonja Kotz, Asifa Majid, Matthew W. Crocker, and Ken McRae 
(Figure 1)

AMLaP 2018, September 06-08, 2018, Berlin, Germany

1 Preface

I am delighted to welcome you to Berlin for the 2018 conference on Architectures and Mecha-
nisms for Language Processing. This year counts the 24th edition of AMLaP.

Proceedings The proceedings contain the abstracts of the keynotes, and of the accepted
oral and poster presentations. The abstracts were included in the format submitted by the au-
thors.

AMLaP 2018 unites experimental, computational, and theoretical perspectives on the mech-
anisms implicated in human language processing. Contributions which explicitly relate experi-
mental findings to computational mechanisms were especially encouraged - as were contribu-
tions that bring together different methodological approaches (e.g., response times, eye tracking,
EEG, corpora, fMRI and any combination of these and related approaches).

Selection criteria AMLaP 2018 had a total of 415 submissions. Of these, 81 had to be re-
jected. To qualify for an oral presentation, submission had to score > 5 averaged across the
reviewing categories (on a scale = 1-7, with 1 being very low and 7 very high in assessment). I
in addition considered reviewer recommendations for talks, and the topic fit.

Keynotes I am delighted to welcome our four invited speakers, Sonja Kotz, Asifa Majid, Matthew
W. Crocker, and Ken McRae (Figure 1).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) Sonja Kotz, (b) Asifa Majid, (c) Matthew W. Crocker, and (d) Ken McRae

Enjoy the conference!
Pia Knoeferle (Conference Chair)
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Welcome to the 24th AMLaP!
• Organization 

• Conference Chair: Pia Knoeferle 

• Technical support: Dipl.-Ing. Carsten Schliewe and in-house support from the Titanic 
hotel 

• Finances and registration: supported by the Humboldt-Innovation GmbH (https://
www.humboldt-innovation.de/de/aboutus.html, Ms Stefanie Karbe) 

• Further Acknowledgements:  
• Jakob Wünsch, Daniela Palleschi, Camilo Rodriguez Ronderos, Maria Nella 

Carminati, and Luise Henneberg



Events around AMLaP
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Socially Situated Language Processing (SSLP 2018)

Pre-AMLAP workshop

Location: ZAS, Schützenstraße 18, 3rd floor, Trajekte-Raum (308)
Date: Sept. 4-5th 2018
Organizers: Katja Münster (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) & John Tomlinson
(Leibniz Center for General Linguistics (ZAS))

**** Registration for SSLP is no longer possible as we are at maximum
capacity, i.e. we can literally not fit anymore people in the room. If you are
attending AMLAP and have not registered, we kindly ask you to respect this
and not try to come to the conference on a whim. ***

Both psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics have yielded fundamental insights
regarding how language is understood in naturalistic settings. Despite this, the
interaction between the two disciplines has been scarce at best. Whereas
psycholinguistics has traditionally experimentally examined language
comprehension independent of its socially situated environment, sociolinguists
has generally ignored cognitive mechanisms that can enrich
environmental influences on language use. While recent research has sought to
bridge this gap, more experimental work on (computational and / or theoretical)
modeling is needed that integrates how socially relevant information becomes
integrated into language understanding in real time. 
The goal of the current workshop is to encourage more interaction between
psycho- and sociolinguistics. 

We invite submissions addressing the following questions:
- How is sentence processing affected by socially situated contextual information? 

Does social meaning facilitate real-time processing of utterances?
How do social cues prime language processing relevant for establishing
reference and utterance interpretation?

- What is the time course of integration for social cues / socially relevant
contextual information?

What is the effect of socially situated cues of speaker meaning (e.g., eye-gaze,
facial expression) on language comprehension?
What is the effect of speaker / comprehender group membership (e.g., register,
social status, etc.) on (real-time) language understanding?

- How is situated language use mediated by other socially relavant factors?

Affect and biological cues (embodiment)
Attitudes (expressive content)
Audience design (production-comprehension)
Development (age)

A further goal is to solicit submissions using a variety of different methodologies,
both time course measures (e.g., eye-tracking, EEG, reaction times) as well as
data sets addressing variation in larger populations (i.e. different types corpora
from spoken interactions, hypertext, social networks, etc.). 

Invited speakers

Laura Staum Casasanto (U Chicago/Cornell U)
Shiri Lev-Ari (Royal Holloway London)
Stephanie Jannedy (ZAS Berlin)
Jos van Berkum (Utrecht)

Submissions

Submissions can be submitted starting on April 1st until May 22th (deadline).
Authors can submit one page for text  (12 point font) and one additional page for
figures/tables/references to the following email:

submissions.SSLP2018(at)leibniz-zas.de

SSLP 2018

Program
Social event
Venue
Registration

Architectures and Mechanisms
for Language Processing

2018

Proceedings

Editor: Pia Knoeferle
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Germany

https://amor.cms.hu-berlin.de/ knoeferp/AMLaP2018/Home.html
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Project maintained by vasishth

Hosted on GitHub Pages — Theme by mattgraham

SMLP2018
Statistical Methods for Linguistics and Psychology, University of Potsdam,

Germany, 10-14 September 2018

Welcome to The Second Summer School on Statistical
Methods for Linguistics and Psychology, 2018, 10-14
September

Summer School Location
Griebnitzsee Campus, University of Potsdam, Germany

The summer school will be held at the Griebnitzsee campus of the University of Potsdam; this is

about 15-20 minutes away from Berlin zoo station by train. Lectures will be held in Haus 6, Rooms

S17 (Frequentist stream), S18 (Bayesian stream). Invited lectures will be held in Hoersaal H01.

Campus map: download from here. Please use bvg.de for planning your travel (by train or bus).

Fees
There will be a 30 Euro fee to cover expenses for the two evenings (Tuesday and Thursday) of

snacks, and for coffee and snacks during the breaks. International participants can pay on arrival in

cash. Others have the option to pay electronically in advance to the following account:

Landeshauptkasse Potsdam, IBAN: DE09 3005 0000 7110 4028 44, BIC: WELADEDDXXX.

Participants will pay for their own accommodation and travel, and will have to pay for their lunch

themselves.

Code of conduct
All participants will be expected to follow the code of conduct, taken from StanCon 2018. In case a

participant has any concerns, please contact any of the following people: Audrey Bürki, Shravan

Vasishth, Bruno Nicenboim, Daniel Schad, or Reinhold Kliegl (see instructors’ list below).

About the summer school
The Second Summer School on Statistical Methods for Linguistics and Psychology will be held in



Schedule
from 8:00-16pm
08:50am–09:00am
09:00am–10:00am
10:00am-10:30am

12:00pm-14:00:pm

15:20pm-15:50pm

16:50pm-17:50pm

Thursday, September 06, 2018
Collecting name tags

Welcome

Coffee

11:50-12:00

Oral presentations

Keynote

Oral presentations

1st SLAM:    1 minute / slide per poster

Keynote

Lunch and posters 1

Coffee

Oral presentations

10:30am-11:50am

14:00pm-15:20pm

15:50pm-16:50pm



from 8:00am-16pm
09:00am–10:00am
10:00am-10:30am

12:00pm-14:00pm

15:20pm-15:40pm

19:00pm-22:00pm

Coffee

11:50-12:00
Lunch and posters 2

Coffee

Conference Dinner: Aigner am Gendarmenarkt

Oral presentations

Oral presentations

Oral presentations15:40pm-17:00pm

2nd SLAM: 1 minute / slide per poster

Keynote
Collecting name tags

Friday, September 07, 2018

10:30am-11:50am

14:00pm-15:20pm

Schedule



from 9-10am
09:00am–10:00am
10:00am-10:30am

12:00pm-14:00pm

15:20pm-15:50pm

15:50pm-16:50pm Oral presentations

Keynote

Saturday, September 08, 2018
Collecting name tags

Coffee

Coffee

11:50-12:00
Lunch and posters 3

3rd SLAM: 1 minute / slide per poster
Oral presentations

Oral presentations

10:30am-11:50am

14:00pm-15:20pm

Schedule



Dinner - Friday Sept 07
• Dinner: Sept 07, 19:00 

• Location: Aigner, Gendarmenmarkt 

• Registered participants 
• You have received a dinner ticket 

with your name badge   
• Please remember to bring it to the 

restaurant for verification

AMLaP 2018, September 06-08, 2018, Berlin, Germany

6 Social program

Conference Dinner The conference dinner takes place on Friday, September 07, 2018 at the
restaurant AIGNER (Gendarmenmarkt) in Berlin Mitte. You can find directions in Figure 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Conference venue to the conference dinner (a) pedestrian and (b) public transport)
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Conference Dinner The conference dinner takes place on Friday, September 07, 2018 at the
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Figure 2: Conference venue to the conference dinner (a) pedestrian and (b) public transport)
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Poster slams - 11:50-12:00
•If you have not yet sent 

your slide, please do so!



Prizes
• Exciting news: 2 prizes for the top two oral student presentations  

• 17 oral student presentations at AMLaP 2018 
• First selection stage 

• 6 abstracts scored >= 6 (averaged across reviewers) 
• Awardees will be noticed post-AMLaP and the outcome will be publicised via the 

AMLaP mailing list and the conference website

Awarded by the  
SFB Information density and 

linguistic encoding at Saarland 
University 

http://www.sfb1102.uni-
saarland.de 

Awarded by Brain Sciences 
Open Access Journal of 

Neuroscience  
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/

brainsci 


